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The growth kings had more and more been forced to depend on the good-
of particu- wjy Qf ^Q nobles, and to make concessions to them in order
in the	to win their co-operation, especially their military support.
German This meant the recognition of their particularist aspirations,
kingdom ^ grants ^o them of sovereign rights in their dominions,
including authority over the lesser nobility and also hereditary
succession ; dukes as well as counts could pass on their titles
and lands to their sons. The idea of official status grew
fainter as the idea of feudal status, involving military obliga-
tions to the king, became more pronounced. In Frederick's
case it was his obsession with Italy which caused him to
favour this process. He wished both to leave a peaceful and
contented Germany, and also to obtain military contingents
for his Italian expeditions. To these ends he was willing to
make large concessions (the first instance of which was at the
creation of the new duchy of Austria) and to give away
sovereign rights with a lavish hand—jurisdiction, exemptions,
tolls, mints, and the like; thus it was only in the royal
domains and the royal towns that his own coinage remained
current. He went even farther than that to ensure good-
will, for he was content with the limited military service that
became customary in a feudal regime. For longer service it
was necessary to provide pay, involving an additional strain
on the royal resources. The claims of the Italian kingdom
thus reduced the efficacy of monarchy in Germany, Par-
ticularism, which might seem to have suffered a set-back
with the downfall of Henry the Lion, was in fact becoming a
definite feature of the German system, which was beginning
to have the appearance of a federated rather than a unitary
State. At present this was disguised owing to the personality
of the ruler and the great family possessions of the Hohen-
staufcn. When the one was lost and the other dissipated, the
truth was revealed. In the thirteenth century the selfish
interests of particularism were able to obtain the upper hand,
and Frederick II, even more than his father and grandfather,
was content that this should happen*
^'position      Affairs in Germany having been settled to his satisfaction,
Papacy       Frederick could turn his attention again to his Italian king-
dom.   During these years a complete transformation had
taken place in. Italian politics.   The anti-imperial confcder-

